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Abstract—The Product-Line Architecture (PLA) is the main
artifact of a Software Product Line (SPL). Search-based ap-
proaches can provide automated discovery of near-optimal PLAs
and make its design less dependent on human architects. To do
this, it is necessary to adopt a suitable PLA representation to
apply the search operators. In this sense, we review existing
architecture representations proposed by related work, but all of
them need to be extended to encompass specific characteristics of
SPL. Then, the use of such representations for PLA is discussed
and, based on the performed analysis, we introduce a novel
direct PLA representation for search-based optimization. Some
implementation aspects are discussed involving implementation
details about the proposed PLA representation, constraints and
impact on specific search operators. Ongoing work addresses
the application of specific search operators for the proposed
representation and the definition of a fitness function to be
applied in a multi-objective search-based approach for the PLA
design.

Index Terms—architecture modelling, software product line,
multi-objective search-based approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

A Software Product Line (SPL) is comprised by core assets
that have explicit common and variable features [1]. Features
are attributes of a software system that affect directly the final
users and they are usually represented in feature models. A
product of the SPL is given by a combination of its features.

Several SPL development activities can be benefitted by
search-based approaches. The design of software Product Line
Architectures (PLAs) is one of them. PLAs entail a design that
is common to all the products derived from the SPL [1]. The
design of a PLA should encompass the components realizing
all the mandatory and varying features in a domain [2]. So,
a PLA is a key asset in SPL Engineering since it allows
the large-scale reuse. The focus of this work is the PLA
design, represented by UML class diagrams, since this kind
of model is commonly used to model software architectures
in the detailed level [3].

The presence of many inter-related variation points, the
modularity maximization, the fulfillment of quality require-
ments, etc., turn the PLA design into a people-intensive task.
Search-based approaches can provide automated discovery of
near-optimal PLAs and make its design less dependent on

human architects. The PLA design can be optimized to fulfill,
in addition to basic design principles like coupling and cohe-
sion, other quality requirements such as modularization of the
features, extensibility, complexity, etc. Independently of the
used search-based technique, it is important to have a suitable
representation to PLAs. Besides our previous work [4], in
which we present lessons learned about the PLA design opti-
mization, we could not to find, in the literature, studies where
the PLA design is the target of search-based optimization.
So, from the best of our knowledge, there is not proposed
representations for PLA design.

In the context of software architecture design, several
studies adopted Search-Based Software Engineering (SBSE)
techniques to object-oriented software design, service-oriented
software design, software modularization and software refac-
toring [5]. Most studies adopt representations that are not
natural and not able to represent variabilities and features,
such as integer vector [3] and supergene representations [6].
Furthermore, the use of such representations may turn complex
the search operators implementation.

Metaheuristic approaches, such as evolutionary algorithms,
usually have standard representations (bit strings, real-values
vectors, etc.). To apply them to a complex search space, usu-
ally a genotype-phenotype mapping is necessary, i.e., a map-
ping between the standard representation and the represented
solution [7]. On the other hand, it is possible to apply search
operators directly on the natural representation of a solution,
for instance, class diagrams. It is noticeable that some related
works adopt direct representations for the software architecture
design and other ones perform a genotype-phenotype mapping.
In the direct representation the natural representation of the
architecture is the target of search operators.

Given the aforementioned context, an open question can
be posed:“What is the most suitable PLA representation?
Can we use a direct PLA representation or do we need a
genotype-phenotype mapping?”. Such questions are addressed
in this paper in the following way. First, we review existing
architecture representations proposed by related work. They
are compared briefly. After this, we make some comments
about the use of such representations for PLA. Based on the
performed analysis we introduce a direct PLA representation
for search-based optimization.
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TABLE I
EXISTING REPRESENTATIONS USED IN RELATED WORK

Study Context Representation Applied to SPL
Grunske [8] Deployment Architectural Refactoring Vector of integers No

Genotype-
Phenotype

Martens et al. [9] Deployment Architectural Refactoring Vector of characters No

Mapping Räihä [6] Application of design patterns to archi-
tecture design

Vector of supergenes No

Bowman et al. [3] Class Responsibility Assignment Vector of integers No
Direct Simons et al. [10] Class Responsibility Assignment Object-oriented representation No
Representation Etemaadi et al. [7] Application of patterns and antipatterns

to architecture design
ADL No

The paper is organized in sections. Section II presents the
representations used in related work. Section III addresses
the use of the existing representation to search-based PLA
design. Section IV introduces a direct representation. Finally,
Section V concludes the paper.

II. ARCHITECTURE REPRESENTATIONS: A REVIEW IN THE
SEARCH-BASED CONTEXT

As mentioned before, we have not found works addressing
PLA representations for search-based design. The subject of
the most related existing works is on software architecture
optimization. Räihä has recently published a survey describing
studies on search-based software design [5]. Some of them
apply SBSE techniques to object-oriented design and they are
briefly reviewed below, emphasizing the adopted representa-
tion.

Some studies focus on the refactoring of existing archi-
tectures aiming at improving their structural quality [11]–
[14]. They represent the architecture in class diagrams but
optimize the architectural design indirectly since the search
operators are applied on graphs that represent the architectural
transformations. Hence the search space is composed by the
alternatives of transformation sequences.

However, the architectural transformation sequence cannot
be so relevant in the search-based architecture design outset,
so the optimization of the architecture is more natural despite
more complex. Another point to be considered in this case is
to maintain the consistency of the solutions after the search
operators application.

In several studies the architectural transformations (through
search operators) are applied directly to the software de-
sign. That is, the possible variants of the design form the
search space. To apply metaheuristics, some studies perform a
genotype-phenotype mapping and apply the search operators
on strings or vectors [3], [6], [8], [9]; and other ones perform
the search using the natural representation of the design [7],
[10].

Some of them are concerned to quality requirements op-
timization in the software architecture [8], [9]. Other ones
focus on the architectural design outset by addressing two
problems related to software design: the Class Responsibility
Assignment (CRA) [3], [10] and the application of design
patterns to software design [6], [7]. Table I presents the kind of
representations adopted by related works that optimize the own

software architecture. The following sections present more
details about the representations used.

A. Genotype-Phenotype Mapping

1) Deployment Architectural Refactoring: Grunske [8] in-
troduces a multi-objective strategy based on architecture refac-
toring that performs architectural transformations and iden-
tifies alternatives considering functional and quality require-
ments. Two objectives are adopted: to reduce development
cost of satellites and to improve the reliability on the two
main functions of the satellites. The representation consists
of a vector of integers where each position represents a
component and its value identifies the number of redundant
components used. The strategy allows automatic architectural
transformations in a deployment view to improve the quality
requirements without impact on the system behaviour.

Martens et al. [9] propose a multi-objective approach to
optimize the performance, reliability and cost of component-
based architectures in a deployment view. They employ the
metaheuristic NSGA-II and represent each chromosome by a
vector of chosen design options.

2) Architectural design outset: Bowman et al. [3] present
a multi-objective and evolutionary approach to optimize the
CRA problem, considering coupling and cohesion measures.
The approach works with the class diagram and the algorithm
SPEA2. Aiming at obtaining a better domain model, the
approach moves methods, attributes and relationships from one
class to another. In addition, the algorithm adds and deletes
classes. The chromosome representation tracks the attributes
and methods and the class to which they belong. So, attribute
and method are assigned to a gene within the chromosome.
Chromosomes simply consist of integer values, where the
position of the gene within the chromosome represents the
class member (attribute or method) and the gene’s integer
value denotes their class assignment. Dependency information
is represented by a dependency matrix, stored separately since
the dependency information does not change during the search.

Räihä et al. [6] introduce an approach to synthesize software
architecture by using genetic algorithms (GA). The approach
applies architectural design patterns for mutations and two
quality metrics for evaluating individual architectures: modifi-
ability and efficiency. The fitness function is expressed in terms
of coupling and cohesion metrics, and crossover operation can
be performed by merging two architectures without breaking
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existing pattern instances. The initial architecture obtained
from the functional requirements is provided as the input
to the GA. The architecture is encoded in a chromosome
that consists of a vector of supergenes to represent all the
operations (responsibilities) of the system. Each supergene
is a vector of integers that contains information about one
operation such as: name, type, the class it belongs to, the in-
terface that it implements, design patterns associated, invoked
operations, etc. It is an operation-driven representation due to
the patterns applied are concerned to operations. Raiha et al.
state that using such representation makes it easier to keep the
architecture consistent, as no responsibility can be left out of
the architecture at any point, and there is no risk of breaking
the dependencies between responsibilities.

B. Direct Representation

Simons et al. [10] propose a search-based approach to
find the best object-oriented conceptual software design. This
approach encompasses a direct, novel object-oriented repre-
sentation and genetic operators for evolutionary search. The
genetic operators change methods and attributes from one
class to another, and also add new classes. The fitness of
each solution is obtained from coupling and cohesion metrics
and the algorithm used was NSGA-II. The representation
comprises classes, methods, and attributes. The design search
space thus comprises a set of attributes and a set of methods,
derived from use cases. Classes are represented as groupings
of methods and attributes.

Etemaadi et al. [7] introduce a new hybridization process
for solving the architecture design problem, in which it uses
quality improvement heuristics within an evolutionary algo-
rithm. This approach uses a direct representation within a
modeling language, and specific search operators that can be
implemented by the model-to-model transformation language.
So, the solution is represented in a system model representa-
tion, such as an ADL (Architecture Description Language),
instead of genotype-phenotype mapping approach. Authors
state that existing patterns and antipatterns can be implemented
as search operators to optimize the system architecture design.

We can observe that the mentioned works successfully
optimize software architectures, however, they have not been
applied in the SPL context in order to optimize PLAs.
Furthermore, they do not consider specific characteristics of
SPLs, such as variabilities, features assigned to architectural
elements, and so on. In this sense, it is necessary to define a
novel representation specific to PLAs. Such a representation
is introduced in the next section.

III. AN ANALYSIS CONSIDERING PLA DESIGN

Aiming at applying search-based approaches to optimize the
PLA design it is necessary to define an appropriate represen-
tation since it impacts on the search operators implementation.
As no related work uses PLA representation at class diagram
level, we have analysed the adaptation possibilities of each
representation used in related work to the PLA design context.

Representations based on trees of the genetic programming
or directed graphs of the evolutionary programming seem
interesting representations, but due to the non-hierarchical
structure of the software architectures such representations
do not fit well [10]. Such graphs are adequated to represent
the architecture transformation sequences used in [11], [13],
[14], as mentioned in Section II. However we are interested
in the optimization of the architecture design instead of
transformation sequences.

The representation used in [3] with vector of integers is
adaptable to PLA design. However it is necessary to find ways
to represent variabilities and its variants and features assigned
to architectural elements by using integers. In the same way,
the supergene adopted in [6] can be used despite it needs to
be complemented to accommodate variabilities and features.
In both cases, information about dependencies and features
assigned to architectural elements would be represented in a
matrix separated from the chromosome. However, information
regarding to the variabilities, their variation points, possible
variants, and the places where each of them should be inside
the chromosome since they can be changed during the search
process. Such adaptation would increase the complexity of
the representation becoming the application of standard search
operators infeasible and making their implementation more
complex.

Similarly to the approach proposed by Etemaadi et al. [7],
we could evolve the PLA design specified by an ADL.
However, the ADLs that support SPL specification do not en-
compass representation of classes [15]–[19]. They are limited
to model PLAs by using only the component-connector model.
In addition to this, only LightPL-Acme [18], Koala [19] and
xADL-SML [17] provide automated support.

In this sense, the object-oriented representation [10] seems
to be more suitable and natural than others. It is easier to
extend it in order to represent variabilities and features. So,
we proposed a novel representation that comprises all the
needs regarding to SPL aiming at PLA optimization. This
representation is described in next section.

IV. THE PROPOSED PLA REPRESENTATION

Considering the analysis of the existing representations, we
introduce in this section a direct PLA representation. It con-
sists on a metamodel, presented in Figure 1. This metamodel
is based on the work of Chang et al. [20].

A PLA contains architectural elements (components, in-
terfaces, operations and their inter-relationships) besides to
be conform to some architectural style or design pattern.
Each architectural element is assigned to feature(s) by using
UML stereotypes and it can be common to all SPL products
or variable, being present only in some product(s). Variable
elements are associated to variabilities that have variation
points and their variants.

Figure 2 depicts an example of a PLA for the SPL Arcade
Game Maker (AGM) [21] that can be represented by the
proposed metamodel. AGM encompasses three simple arcade
games and it was created to support learning about and
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Fig. 1. PLA Representation by Metamodel

experimenting with SPL. In this example, components are
represented by packages and attributes and operations were
omitted in classes and interfaces. It is possible to see features
assigned to some architectural elements by using stereotypes,
such as action, rule, configuration and service. We are using
SMarty [22] to represent variabilities in PLAs. According to
the SMarty notation, there are four variabilities presented in
notes assigned to classes. Variation points are labeled with
the stereotype << variationPoint >> and variants are
labeled with stereotype << alternative OR >>. Manda-
tory variation points are also labeled with the stereotype
<< mandatory >>.

Adopting a direct PLA representation implies in to pro-
pose specific search operators and to establish constraints
to maintain the consistency of the PLA design during the
search process. Though if we had extended any standard
representation probably it would be necessary to adapt the
standard search operators as well. In the next section we
discuss some implementation aspects of using the proposed
PLA representation.

A. Implementation Aspects

In our research, we have decided to start the optimization
of PLA design by applying the direct PLA representation
with multi-objective algorithms since they have achieved good
results in SBSE. We are instantiating the framework JMetal to
the context of our problem.

1) Implementing the Representation: We are modeling a
PLA by using the tool Poseidon1 and exporting the model
in a XMI2 file. In our search-based approach [23], the PLA
representation is generated from this XMI file and following
the proposed metamodel (Figure 1). During the XMI process-
ing to generate the PLA representation, for each XMI element
identified an object of the metamodel is instantiated according
to the type of XMI element. So, the PLA representation will
contain objects to represent all ar chitectural elements, their
inter-relationships, all variation points, variants and features
assigned to each architectural element.

During the evolutionary process the search operators are
applied on the PLA representation, and, at the end, a set of
PLA representations is generated as output. This set of PLA
representations should be converted in a legible view to the
architect, i.e., XMI file to be seen in Poseidon. One alternative
that prioritizes some objective(s) can be adopted as the PLA
according to the organization priorities.

We are using the framework UML23 of the Eclipse Foun-
dation to generates XMI files containing the PLA design alter-
natives obtained from the search process. However, Poseidon
cannot read the XMI files generated by UML2 due to some
specific details that Poseidon includes in its XMI files. Hence
we could not read the XMI files generated as output of our
implementation in Poseidon. Nowadays, we are trying to adapt
our existing code to work with XMI files generated by the
modeling tool Papyrus4 that is integrated with XML2 in order
to create and to read the input and output of the search-based
approach, respectively.

2) Search operators: We have implemented five mutation
operators for software architecture based on mutation opera-
tors used in related work [3], [24] plus one mutation operator
and one crossover operator specific for PLA design optimiza-
tion proposed by us. The proposed operators are driven to
PLA feature modularization, considering that a feature usually
is solved by an architectural elements group. The mutation
operators are described below:

• Move Method: moves a method to other existing class
into the component. The class that receives the moved
method becomes client from the original class of the
method.

• Move Attribute: moves an attribute to other existing
class into the component. The class that receives the
moved attribute becomes client from the original class
of the attribute.

• Add Class: moves a method or an attribute to a new class
into the component. The addition of classes is necessary
since optimal class assignments may require additional
classes that were not identified in the design outset. The
new class becomes client from the original class of the
moved method/attribute.

1< http : //www.gentleware.com/ >
2< http : //www.omg.org/spec/XMI/2.1.1/ >
3< www.eclipse.org/uml2/ >
4< http : //www.eclipse.org/modeling/mdt/papyrus/ >
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Fig. 2. Example of a PLA

• Move Operation: moves an operation from an interface
to another. The component that receives the moved op-
eration becomes client from the original interface of the
operation.

• Add Component: similar to Add Class, it creates a new
component and a new interface for this component, and
then moves an operation to the new interface. The new
component becomes client from the original interface of
the operation.

• Feature-driven Mutation: it aims at modularizing a
feature tangled with others in a component. It selects an
arbitrary component (cx), and, if cx have architectural
elements (interfaces, classes, operations, methods and at-
tributes) assigned to different features, an arbitrary feature
(fx) is selected to be modularized in a new component
(cz). All architectural elements from cx assigned to fx
are moved to cz . cz becomes client from the original
components from the moved architectural elements.

As the merging of two architectures seems not to be
natural and there are evidences that an arbitrary crossover
does not offer significant advantage in the software archi-
tecture optimization [24], [25], we have proposed an specific
crossover operator based on modularization of SPL features.
The Feature-driven Crossover randomly selects a feature
(fx) and then creates new individuals swapping the architec-
tural elements (classes, interfaces, operations, etc.) that realize
the feature fx. From two parents (P1 and P2), two offsprings
are generated as follow: Child1 contains the elements (and
their relationships) that realize fx from P2 and the other
elements from P1; Child2 contains the elements (and their

relationships) that realize fx from P1 and the other elements
from P2. Thus, it is possible to obtain individuals that were
mutated and that better realize the feature fx.

The manipulation of the PLA representation was natural and
easy during the implementation of all operators. We believe
that by using other kind of representation with genotype-
phenotype mapping the implementation of the operators would
be more difficult.

3) Constraints: During the search process, some constraints
are applied aiming at preserving the consistency of each
generated solution. They are:

• Classes and their subclasses cannot be separated.
• The moved element must maintain the original assigned

feature even if it was moved to an element assigned to a
different feature.

• Components, interfaces and classes cannot be empty in
the design.

The two first constraints were implemented into the search
operators. So, if a superclass was selected to be moved, its sub-
classes are moved together. We decided to repair the solutions
that not satisfy the last constraint instead of excluding them
from the population. By reparing a solution we can maintain
the population diversity and satisfactory alternatives of design.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we analysed the use of existing architecture
representations proposed in the literature for the PLA context.
From the performed analysis we conclude that both repre-
sentations, direct and through genotype-phenotype mapping,
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imply on the implementation of specific search operators and
the existing representations need to be adapted to be applied
in the search-based PLA design. So, we introduced a novel
direct PLA representation for the application of search-based
approaches to the PLA design since it is more natural and
makes the implementation of specific search operators easier.
We also discussed some implementation aspects regarding the
proposed representation.

In addition to the proposed representation and specific
search operators, other point to be investigated is related to
metrics for fitness evaluation in PLA search-based design.
Such subject was addressed in our previous work [4], but this
still is an open question.

In this sense, our ongoing work involves the application of
specific search operators and the definition of a fitness function
to be applied in a multi-objective approach for the PLA design
optimization.
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